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UNDERCOVER
POLICING
INQUIRY

Note: This flow chart was
published in November 2016.
The process may need to be
adapted according to the
individual application
concerned, and the procedure
may be modified by experience.

Process map for determining
key anonymity applications
References in square brackets are to the Inquiry Rules 2006
Is the key individual seeking anonymity for him/herself?
Yes

No
Is an associated organisation seeking anonymity in respect of that individual?

Applicant gathers evidence in support of application (this could include the
commission of expert evidence)
Applicant prepares open and closed versions of the application and submits them
to the Inquiry legal team, together with open and closed versions of the
supporting evidence. Associated organisation(s) may also submit open and closed
versions of supporting evidence. [The closed material will amount to ‘potentially
restricted evidence’ within the meaning of R.12(1)]
Chairman and/or Inquiry legal team considers application and supporting evidence.
Is further information required from applicant / expert / associated organisation?
No

Yes

No

Does the case involve a deceased child’s identity or a known intimate
relationship?
No

Yes

Key individual’s identity will
not be restricted

Go to purple box on page 2

Yes

[Option to publish a provisionally redacted version of the application and
supporting evidence, if necessary]
Inquiry legal team discusses with the applicant(s) whether any more of the
information contained in the closed version of the application(s) / supporting
evidence can be moved into the open version(s). In case of dispute, the Chairman
will decide

Inquiry legal team requests
further information
Yes
No

Inquiry legal team receives
response

Chairman and/or Inquiry legal team reconsiders application and
supporting evidence in light of the additional information. Is
further information required from applicant / expert /
associated organisation?

Does the Chairman consider that it is necessary for him to disclose any of the
closed evidence to a further individual so that they can make representations
which will enable the Chairman to determine the application? [R.12(4)(a)]
No

Yes

Inquiry legal team consults with the applicant (and/or the evidence provider) as
to whether disclosure should be permitted. Chairman takes into account any
representations when deciding whether to disclose. [R.12(4)(b)]

The evidence is disclosed to the further individual, who will owe a duty of
confidence to the evidence provider [R.12(5)]

No representations
by further individual

Chairman decides to disclose the potentially restricted evidence?
No
No

Further individual may gather evidence (this could
include the commission of expert evidence)

Further individual prepares open and closed versions of their
representations and submits them to the Inquiry legal team,
together with open and closed versions of any supporting
evidence

Yes

Open version(s) of the application(s) and any representations are published on
the Inquiry’s website

Chairman and/or Inquiry legal team considers representations
and any supporting evidence. Is further information required
from further individual / expert / other?

Chairman issues directions, and may issue ‘Minded to’ Note
Other interested persons make submissions (if any), which (insofar as is possible)
are published on the Inquiry’s website
Applicant(s) file response(s) (if any), which (insofar as is possible) are published on
the Inquiry’s website
Chairman may issue ‘Minded to’ Note

No
Inquiry legal team receives
response

Yes
Inquiry legal team asks for
further information

Chairman and/or Inquiry legal team reconsiders representations and
supporting evidence. Is further information required from further
individual / expert / other?
No

Yes

Oral hearing requested?
Yes

No

Chairman decides an oral hearing is required?
No

Go to page 2
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Yes

Chairman issues directions for the hearing(s). Open and/or private and/or closed
hearing(s) take place
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Chairman decides to grant restriction order?
Yes

No

Chairman prepares open ruling (and
closed ruling, if any)

Chairman prepares open ruling (and
closed ruling, if any)

Open ruling sent to applicant(s) to
check that no part of its contents
would undermine the proposed
order

Ruling(s) sent to applicant(s) in
confidence. Applicant(s) have 14 days
to apply for judicial review

Open ruling published and restriction
order made
[Any application for permission to apply
for judicial review must be filed within
14 days. The procedure for judicial
review and any subsequent appeals are
outside the scope of this flowchart]

Judicial
review

No judicial
review

Does the case involve a deceased
child’s identity or a known intimate
relationship?
No

Yes

Open ruling published - key
individual’s identity will not be
restricted

From page 1

Chairman issues a temporary restriction order over the key individual’s identity
Inquiry traces, alerts and consults with close relative(s) of deceased child and/or
known individual(s) who had an intimate relationship with the undercover officer
(‘Affected Persons’)
Are the Affected Persons content for the key individual’s name to be released?
Yes

No

Inquiry advises Affected Persons of procedure to follow in order to seek a
restriction order. Affected Persons may seek legal representation
Affected Persons gather evidence in support of application (this could include the
commission of expert evidence)
Affected Persons prepare open and closed versions of their application(s) and
submit them to the Inquiry legal team, together with open and closed versions of
their supporting evidence
Chairman and/or Inquiry legal team consider application(s) and supporting
evidence. Is further information required from Affected Persons / expert?

Inquiry legal team receives
response

Yes

Inquiry legal team asks for
further information

Chairman and/or Inquiry legal team reconsiders
application and supporting evidence in light of the
additional information. Is further information required
from Affected Persons / expert?

Yes
No

No

[Option to publish a provisionally redacted version of the application and
supporting evidence, if necessary]
Inquiry legal team discusses with the Affected Persons whether any more of the
information contained in the closed version of the application(s) / supporting
evidence can be moved into the open version(s). In case of dispute, the Chairman
will decide
Open version(s) of the application(s) are published on the Inquiry’s website
Chairman issues directions, and may issue ‘Minded to’ Note
Other interested persons make submissions (if any), which (insofar as is possible)
are published on the Inquiry’s website
Affected persons file response(s) (if any), which (insofar as is possible) are
published on the Inquiry’s website
Chairman may issue ‘Minded to’ Note
Oral hearing requested?
Yes

Chairman decides an oral hearing is required?
Yes

No

Chairman issues directions for the hearing(s). Open and/or private and/or closed
hearing(s) take place

Chairman decides to grant restriction order?
Yes

No

Chairman prepares open ruling (and
closed ruling, if any)

Chairman prepares open ruling (and
closed ruling, if any)

Open ruling sent to applicant(s) to
check that no part of its contents
would undermine the proposed order

Ruling(s) sent to applicant(s) in
confidence. Affected persons have 14
days to apply for judicial review

Open ruling published and restriction
order made
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No

Judicial
review

[Any application for permission to apply for judicial review must
be filed within 14 days. The procedure for judicial review and
any subsequent appeals are outside the scope of this flowchart]

No judicial
review
Open ruling published key individual’s identity
will not be restricted

